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Performance of DMFC with SS 316 bipolar/end plates
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Abstract

This work mainly emphasizes the development of new materials and design for a bipolar/end plate in a direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC).
According to the DOE requirements, preliminary studies show that SS 316 (Stainless Steel 316) is a suitable candidate. Several flow field
designs were studied and a modified serpentine design was proposed. SS 316 end plates were fabricated with an intricate modified serpentine
flow field design on it. The performance of a single stack DMFC with SS 316 end plates were studied with different operational parameters. A
long-term test was carried out for 100 h with recycling the methanol and the contaminants in the MEA were characterized. The stack efficiency
is found to be 51% and polarization losses are discussed. SS 316 with low permeability resulted in an increased pressure drop across the flow
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eld, which increased the fuel cell performance. The use of SS 316 as bipolar plate material will reduce the machining cost as wel
f the fuel cell stack.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

In recent years, the DOE has focused on fuel cell technol-
gy as a means to achieve more efficient and reliable forms
f energy conversion. Fuel cells seem to show promise to-
ards achieving the goal. A fuel cell is an electrochemical
evice, which efficiently converts the chemical energy of fuel
irectly to electrical energy without combustion. The fuel can
e derivatives of higher order hydrocarbons (i.e. H2, CH3OH,
nd CH4). In 1839, fuel cell was invented by William Grove.
ince then, the fuel cell has been attractive due to high energy
onverting efficiency with nearly zero emission. Fuel cell re-
earch is mainly focused as an alternative energy source to a
attery or an internal combustion engine. In comparison to a
attery, a fuel cell is inexhaustible and works as long as fuel

s supplied, whereas a battery is exhaustible and needs to be
eplaced with time. Several issues for the fuel cell such as
omponent cost, weight, properties, performance at fuel cell
nvironment and fuel storage need to be resolved before the
dvantages of fuel cell can be exploited.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 205 348 1740; fax: +1 205 348 2164.

Fuel cells are classified in to different groups base
their components, functions and applications. Among th
DMFC and PEMFC can be used for low temperature a
cations. DMFC works with liquid methanol unlike PEMF
which uses H2, and thereby eliminates the on-board H2 stor-
age problem. As a result, the risk of explosion in the us
fuel cells is eliminated. Liquid methanol is suitable for s
age. DMFC can be considered economical, as the fuel (l
methanol) can be recycled and external humidification ca
avoided. In some places, DMFC works without external
asitic losses and works by capillary action, buoyancy
diffusion processes. The electrochemical reactions invo
in DMFC are given as follows[1].

Anode reaction : CH3OH + H2O → CO2 + 6H+ + 6e−

E◦
1 = 0.016 V/SHE

Cathode reaction :32O2 + 6H+ + 6e− → 3H2O

E◦
2 = 1.229 V/SHE

Overall reaction : CH3OH + 3
2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O
E-mail address: rreddy@coe.eng.ua.edu (R.G. Reddy). E◦
eq = 1.21 V
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�H0 = −726 kJ (exothermic reaction)

where SHE refers to standard hydrogen electrode.
The challenges for efficient DMFC performance include:

(1) methanol crossover; (2) slow chemical kinetics; (3) car-
bon dioxide production at anode; (4) poisoning of the cata-
lysts[2,3]. The effect of all these problems can be reduced by
improving certain components like the bipolar/end plate ma-
terial and its design, membrane electrode assembly (MEA)
and the catalyst loading.

Bipolar/end plates are the most important and the costliest
components in a fuel cell. The component alone constitutes
80–85% of the total weight of the cell stack. It is called an end
plate for a single stack and functions as a bipolar plate for a
multi-stack fuel cell having flow field design on both sides of
the plate. A bipolar plate acts as a separator plate between two
cells which keeps methanol and oxygen from direct contact.
The intricate flow field design in bipolar/end plate distributes
the fuel (liquid methanol and oxygen) uniformly over the re-
action surface. The material properties and intricate flow field
design of bipolar/end plate plays a vital role in the efficiency
of the DMFC. As per the target of DOE, the bipolar plate
material for a fuel cell must be low cost (<10US$ kW−1),
low weight (<1 kg kW−1 of system), corrosion resistant
(<16�A cm−2), highly conductive (>100 S cm−1) and im-
p
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2. Experimental

2.1. Bipolar/end plate material and design

Several materials were investigated, which could be possi-
ble alternatives to commercial graphite as a bipolar/end plate
material. Concentrating on different factors like cost, den-
sity, mechanical strength and availability, SS 316 (Stainless
Steel 316) was chosen as the alternative.Table 1shows the
comparison between properties of graphite and SS 316 as a
material for the bipolar/end plate[7]. It indicates that SS 316
has superior properties as compared to commercially used
graphite. However, SS 316 shows weak corrosion resistance
unlike graphite which can be avoided by surface modification
methods[8,9], which is an ongoing research in our laboratory.

Several flow field designs like serpentine parallel, and in-
terdigitated have been studied. A serpentine design was cho-
sen for its superior performance in the DMFC environment
[10,11]. In this design, the production of CO2 at the anode
does not reduce the active area unlike the parallel design.
A modified serpentine design was developed for our exper-
iments from the serpentine design. The modified serpentine
design has multi-parallel grooves in a serpentine pattern as
shown inFig. 1.
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ermeable (<2× 10−6 cm3 cm−2 s) [4]. A perfect flow field
esign should distribute liquid methanol and oxygen
niformly to the anode and cathode reaction surfaces
pectively. The electrochemical reaction that occurs
MFC is exothermic and produces heat during the r

ion. The design should efficiently remove the heat
uced by the chemical reaction, avoiding local build
f heat. The anode reaction in the DMFC has a byp
ct, CO2, which inhibits the motion of methanol in th
ow field. This leads to a significant reduction of ac
rea which reduces the overall performance of the fue
tack. The efficiency of flow field design can also be in
nced by the permeability of fuel in bipolar/end plate

erial. Material with low permeability for fuel gives a b
er performance in fuel cell environment as this incre
he pressure drop across the flow field. The increas
ressure drop at the contact between the fuel and

ace changes the diffusion process to a convective pr
t the interface[5,6]. As a result, the fuel cell gives bet
erformance.

Graphite is currently used as the commercial bipolar
late material. It has poor mechanical properties, whic
rease the machining cost and also limits the plate thick
o meet the stiff challenge of cost, weight and volume is
ith bipolar/end plates, our research is focused on fin
etals with low weight, cost and which can be easily

hined in to thin plates. Metallic components have hig
onductivity, better mechanical properties and thus ca
asily machined at less cost, with smaller volume relativ

he graphite.
.2. Bipolar/end plate fabrication and fuel cell stack
ntegration

A single stack DMFC was developed at our laborat
ince the experiments were conducted on a single
MFC, end plates were fabricated instead of bipolar pl
he end plates made of SS 316 were machined with an
ate modified serpentine flow field design as shown inFig. 1.
he active area of the flow field was 25 cm2.

The single stack of DMFC includes two aluminu
upporting plates for clamping the end plates as show
ig. 2. A current collector of Al 6061 was joined with SS 3
nd plates. The MEA was purchased from BCS Techn
ies with 2 mg cm−2 Pt-Ru catalytic loading on the ano
nd 0.4 mg cm−2 Pt loading on the cathode and NAFIO
17 as membrane. The MEA was sandwiched betwee

wo end plates. The single stack DMFC along with the

able 1
omparison of properties between Graphite and SS 316[7]

roperty Graphite SS-31

ost ($ kg−1) 75 7
ensity (g cc−1) 2.25 8.02
hickness of bipolar plate for same
weight (mm)

2.5–4 1

odulus of elasticity (GPa) 10 193
ensile strength (MPa) 15.85 515
orrosion current (mA cm−2) <0.01 <0.1
lectrical resistivity (� cm× 10−6) 6000 73
hermal conductivity (W (m K)−1) 23.9 16.3
ermeability (cm3 cm−2 s) Porous 10−2 to 10−6 <10−12
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Fig. 1. Fabricated SS 316 end plate with modified serpentine flow field
design.

ode and cathode fuels were preheated to 70◦C by inserting a
heating coil in the aluminum supporting plates.

All the experiments were carried out by using the fuel cell
station. The fuel cell station includes: (1) CompuCell GT®

gas controller unit for precise control of mass flow of oxy-
gen as well as humidification, temperature and back pressure
of oxidant; (2) Scribner Associates 890B fuel cell load sys-
tem for precisely drawing desired amount of current from
the stack; (3) micro fuel pump to pump and heat the liq-
uid methanol as per requirement; (4) FuelCell

TM
software for

precise computer control and monitoring the operating pa-
rameters.

2.3. Experimental procedure

Experiments were carried out to check the performance
of a single stack DMFC with SS 316 end plates. The DMFC
stack was tested for different operational parameters like tem-
perature and pressure. The experiments include: (1) a long-
term test for open circuit voltage (OCV); (2) polarization
studies; (3) effect of temperature; (4) effect of pressure on
single stack DMFC. These were observed by optimizing the
concentration of methanol that 2 M methanol gave better per-
formance and led to lesser methanol crossover compared to
other concentrations[10]. 2 M methanol were used as the
fuel for experiments. The methanol was recycled throughout
the experiments. Pure oxygen with 99.8% purity was used
as the reactant gas at the cathode. The experiments were car-
ried out by keeping the anode at atmospheric pressure and
the fuel flow rate was kept constant at the anode and cathode
at 100 cc min−1 and 70 cc min−1 + LBF (load based flow),
respectively.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Long-term test

A long-term OCV test was carried out for 100 h and a con-
s p in
v t any
l
( ob-
t ltage
( the

e of D
Fig. 2. A single stack prototyp
istent output was obtained without any significant dro
oltage. The test was done to check the output withou
oad. The operating conditions wereT = 70◦C; P = 200 kPa
at the cathode side). An initial voltage of 0.795 V was
ained and it decreased to a consistent open circuit vo
OCV) of 0.614 V along with time. The performance of

MFC developed at our laboratory.
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Fig. 3. Long-term test for open circuit voltage (OCV) of the single stack
DMFC at 70◦C and 200 kPa.

single stack DMFC for 100 h is shown inFig. 3. The an-
ode fuel (i.e. liquid methanol) was recycled during this time.
The amount of methanol consumed, was compared with the
amount of methanol that would have been required if the
experiment was conducted with equal flow rate and without
recycling. The recycling efficiency was calculated and 97%
efficiency was achieved.

The resulting output voltage was compared with the theo-
retical output, i.e.1.21 V and the difference can be explained
by methanol crossover and contact resistance. Methanol
crossover occurs when liquid methanol passes through the
MEA and reaches the cathode. The methanol crossover can
be reduced by optimizing the concentration of the anode fuel
and the thickness of the MEA. The contact resistance of SS
316 increases when an oxide layer is formed on the end plates.
The effect can be controlled by optimizing the compaction
pressure of the stack.

3.2. Polarization studies

A Polarization study is an electrochemical study to cali-
brate the performance of the fuel cell, which shows voltage
drop as a function of current density. The experiment was
carried out at a temperature 70◦C and a pressure 200 kPa.
Fig. 4shows the nature of the voltage and power variation as
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Fig. 4. Performance of single stack DMFC at 70◦C and 200 kPa.

polarization losses can be classified into three types: (1) acti-
vation polarization; (2) ohmic polarization; (3) concentration
polarization[3]. Activation polarization is the overpotential
required to overcome the activation energy of the electro-
chemical reaction at the catalytic interface. It dominates at
lower current density. Activation polarization depends upon
the activity of the catalyst used at a particular temperature and
can be optimized by adjusting the composition of electrode
material. The losses in the linear region refer to ohmic polar-
ization. They include: (1) ionic resistance of the electrolyte;
(2) the electrical resistance by end plates; (3) contact resis-
tance between the parts of cell where electrons flow. Ohmic
losses can be minimized by improving the electrolyte as a
function of temperature and water content. At higher current
densities, the losses are dominated by concentration polar-
ization. This can be minimized by proper water and thermal
management.

Lower output can be explained by the CO2 byproduct
which forms on the anode and blocks the flow field path
thereby reducing the active area. The performance depends
on how efficiently the flow field design can drain out the CO2
from the active area. Heat removal efficiency of flow field has
great impact on the performance of the fuel cell. The output
of DMFC stack depends largely on the permeability and flow
field design of the bipolar plate. The lower the permeabil-
ity, the better the performance[5,6]. After the long run, the
M re no
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function of current drawn from the cell. The stack volt
howed a decrease in nature when the external load c
as applied. The test was carried out till the voltage drop

o 0.2 V, which was assumed to be the minimum useful
ut. A current density of 254 mA cm−2 was achieved. Th
ower output of the single stack DMFC showed an incr
ith respect to current density until it reached 210 mA cm−2

nd beyond that the power of fuel stack started decrea
he meeting point of the voltage and power curve gave th
rating point, which is the optimized value of voltage for
ingle stack of DMFC. The polarization curve indicates a
he polarization losses as a function of current density an
EA was characterized by the EDS analysis. There we
e ions found in the MEA. The analysis showed that t
as no dissolution of SS 316 during the experiment.

.3. Effect of temperature

The polarization of the DMFC was studied at three
erent temperatures, i.e. 30◦C, 50◦C and 70◦C to monitor
he effect of temperature. The pressure was kept con
t 200 kPa. It was found that the polarization curves sh
pward with respect to temperature as indicated inFig. 5.
he performance was better at 70◦C and lower output wa

eceived at 30◦C. This can be due to the kinetics of elec
hemical reaction involved in the fuel cell, which is temp
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Fig. 5. Variation of voltage and power as a function of temperatures at
200 kPa.

Fig. 6. Variation of voltage and power as a function of pressure at 70◦C.

ature dependent. At higher temperatures, ohmic polarization
losses were reduced.

3.4. Effect of pressure

The effect of pressure was studied by conducting the ex-
periments at 70◦C and at different pressures at the cathode.
Fig. 6 show the polarization curves at different pressures,
i.e. 50 kPa, 160 kPa, 200 kPa. The pressure of the cathode
gas was changed and the performance was monitored. The
test was done by keeping anode pressure constant at atmo
spheric pressure. At 50 kPa, there was better performance
than at 160 kPa. However, it was found that after 160 kPa,
increase of pressure shifted the polarization curve upward.
A better performance was achieved at 200 kPa as compared
with 160 kPa. It was because reactant partial pressure, gas sol
ubility and mass transfer rate an increased at higher pressure
[6].

4. Conclusions

A single stack DMFC was developed with SS 316 end
plates. Experiments were carried out with a modified serpen-
tine design on SS 316 end plates. A long-term test was car-
ried out at 70◦C and 200 kPa on the single stack DMFC and
a consistent open circuit voltage of 0.614 V was achieved. A
Polarization test was done at 70◦C and 200 kPa and a current
density of 254 mA cm−2 was achieved. Experiments were
conducted at different temperatures and pressures to opti-
mize the operational parameters. The results indicate that the
best performance of the single stack DMFC developed at our
laboratory was achieved at 70◦C and 50 kPa. The present in-
vestigations suggest that SS 316 can be an alternative bipolar
plate material for DMFC. It satisfies DOE’s target regarding
the cost, weight, volume, properties of bipolar plate material
and will reduce the machining cost, as well as the volume of
fuel cell stack.
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